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C. Microsoft Virtual Studio 
D. Templates area 
 
Correct Answer: B 
 
 
QUESTION 40 
Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question 
in the series contains a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets 
might have more than one correct solution, while others might not have a correct solution. 
 
After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these 
questions will not appear in the review screen. 
 
You are creating Power Virtual Agents chatbot that captures demographic information about 
customers. 
 
The chatbot must determine the group a customer belongs to based on their age. The age groups 
are: 
 

0 - 17 
18 - 25 
26 - 35 
36 - 55 
55 - 100 

 
You need to configure the chatbot to ask a question that can be used to determine the correct 
age group. 
 
Solution: Use Date and time for Identify in the question and then add branches that use 
conditional logic to determine the age group. 
 
Does this meet the goal? 
 
A. Yes 
B. No 
 
Correct Answer: B 
 
 
QUESTION 41 
You are a Dynamics 365 Sales administrator for a software company. The sales team wants to 
attach a large number of supporting documents to customer records, but management does not 
want to incur the cost of additional storage. 
 
The company does not have any Office 365 application integrations enabled. 
 
You need to recommend a storage solution that keeps storage costs low. 
 
Solution: Enable Outlook integration 
 
Does the solution meet the goal? 
 
A. Yes 
B. No 
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Correct Answer: B 
 
 
QUESTION 42 
A company uses Power Apps with Microsoft Dataverse. 
 
The company enables auditing on the Dataverse database. The company tenant reaches the 
maximum storage capacity. 
 
You need to delete some auditing data. 
 
Which three deletion options should you use? Each correct answer presents a complete solution. 
 
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 
 
A. by table 
B. by record 
C. between two specified dates 
D. by column 
E. older than a specified date 
 
Correct Answer: BCE 
 
 
QUESTION 43 
Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question 
in the series contains a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets 
might have more than one correct solution, while others might not have a correct solution. 
 
After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these 
questions will not appear in the review screen. 
 
You are a Dynamics 365 Sales administrator for a software company. The sales team wants to 
attach a large number of supporting documents to customer records, but management does not 
want to incur the cost of additional storage. 
 
The company does not have any Office 365 application integrations enabled. 
 
You need to recommend a storage solution that keeps storage costs low. 
Solution: Enable OneDrive for Business. 
 
Does this meet the goal? 
 
A. Yes 
B. No 
 
Correct Answer: B 
 
 
QUESTION 44 
A customer tracks events by using a custom entity. 
 
The custom entity includes a custom field for the venue of the events. The customer must be able 
to display the events by venue in a calendar. 
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You need to ensure that all events display by venue in the calendar. 
 
To which component should you add a control? 
 
A. Form 
B. view 
C. Field 
D. Chart 
 
Correct Answer: B 
 
 
QUESTION 45 
A user needs to create a Power Apps portal app. 
 
The user is getting a permission denied error when creating the portal app. 
 
You need to configure permissions to create the portal app. 
 
Which three permissions should you configure? Each correct answer presents part of the 
solution. 
 
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 
 
A. In the Power Platform admin center, ensure that the user account has read-write access. 
B. In Azure Active Directory, assign the Contributor role to the application at the subscription scope. 
C. In Azure Active Directory, ensure that the user has permission to register an app. 
D. In the Power Platform admin center, change the portal app owner to the user. 
E. In the Power Platform admin center, ensure that the user has the System administrator security 

role. 
 
Correct Answer: ACE 
 
 
 
 
 
 
QUESTION 46 
A user has access to an existing Common Data Service database. 
 
You need to ensure that the user can create canvas apps that consume data from Common Data 
Service. You must not grant permissions that are not required. 
 
Which out-of-the-box security role should you assign to the user? 
 
A. Environment Admin 
B. System Customizer 
C. Common Data Service User 
D. Environment Maker 
 
Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 47 
You are embedding a Power Apps visual in a Power BI dashboard. 
 
External customers must authenticate to have access to the dashboard. 
 
You need to configure the solution. 
 
Which two actions should you perform? Each correct answer presents part of the solution. 
 
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 
 
A. Set the Power Bl service to authenticate users. 
B. Use a table in the Power Bl dashboard. 
C. Publish to Power Bl Report Server. 
D. Set the Power Bl service to allow anonymous access. 
E. Share the Power Apps visual components with external users. 
 
Correct Answer: AE 
 
 
QUESTION 48 
You are creating a new business process flow to qualify leads. 
 
You create an action. The action is not available inside the Action Step. 
 
You need to make the action available to the Action Step. 
 
Which two steps must you perform? Each correct answer presents part of the solution. 
 
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 
 
A. Activate the action. 
B. Select Run as an on-demand process 
C. Add at least one step to the action. 
D. Ensure that the entity for the action matches the corresponding entity for the business process 

flow stage. 
 
Correct Answer: CD 
QUESTION 49 
Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question 
in the series contains a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets 
might have more than one correct solution, while others might not have a correct solution. 
 
After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these 
questions will not appear in the review screen. 
 
You administer the Microsoft 365 and Power Platform environments for Contoso, Ltd. The 
company has a model-driven app that is used to track customer interactions with employees. The 
app uses standard table types for customers. A user named Elisabeth Rice signs in to the app by 
using the following sign in name: Elisabeth.Rice@contoso.com. 
 
After marriage, Elisabeth changes her legal name to Elisabeth Mueller. 
 
You need to update the sign in name for the user without losing any application history. 
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Solution: From Dynamics 365 Settings, select Email Configuration . In the active mailbox for the 
user, update the name. 
 
Does the solution meet the goal? 
 
A. Yes 
B. No 
 
Correct Answer: B 
 
 
QUESTION 50 
You must create a new entity to support a new feature for an app. Entity data will be transactional 
and will be associated with business units. 
 
You need to configure entity ownership. 
 
Which entity ownership type should you use? 
 
A. user or team owned 
B. organization-owned 
C. none 
D. business-owned 
 
Correct Answer: A 
 
 
QUESTION 51 
You have a form that displays a custom field from an entity. 
 
A customer wants to restrict users from filtering on the custom field. 
 
You need to prevent users from filtering the field in Advanced Find. 
 
What should you modify? 
 
A. Fields in the Edit Filter Criteria option of the Quick Find view 
B. the Field Security field on the Field Properties form 
C. a searchable field on the Field Properties form 
D. Fields in the Add Find Columns option of the Quick Find view 
 
Correct Answer: C 
 
 
QUESTION 52 
You are creating a Power Virtual Agents chatbot for a Microsoft Power Platform power apps 
portal app. 
 
The job title of users must be stored automatically when users log in. The job title must always 
appear in the chatbot. 
 
You need to configure the job title functionality. 
 
Which mechanism should you use? 
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